Dear partners and interested parties,

another update for you from the smart mobility world. An exciting discussion on automated driving will take place in Graz at the end of March, Transformation Mobility Lab initiative is enriching the landscape of the Mobility Labs in Austria and there are still exciting Technical Tours left for you to book during the TRA 2018.

Enjoy reading!

Your smart-mobility Team

Special High Level Industrial Round Table at TRA: EUROPE ON THE MOVE

The first Industrial Round Table at TRA 2018 invites Europe’s transport industry to discuss ideas for meeting tomorrow’s transport challenges. It’s being held at the opening session and will focus on how European industry can help create a sustainable transport system. One of the main topics will be on how European policy is able to support companies as they develop new innovative solutions to create the transport system of the future. >>> more

The first Transformation Mobility Lab enriches Austria’s smart mobility environment

The first Transformation Mobility Lab initiated by bmvit – the Center for Mobility Change (CMC) – focuses on mobility behaviour change in the digital age. Collaborating with Urban Mobility Labs, this transformation lab seeks to leverage the impact of innovations on fostering sustainable mobility in different regional contexts. >>> more

Automated Driving - Top Think event at TU Graz
On the 20th of March, another session of the event series of Top Think takes place in the Technical University of Graz. The discussion will revolve around Smart Cars and their legal aspects as well as Automated Driving in terms of automation, performance and user competence. The event will be held in German and participation is free of charge. >>> more

Book a technical tour now at TRA2018

Within the Transport Research Arena 2018 in Vienna there will be various exciting and informative Technical Tours coping with different topics. The tours will span a wide range of subjects from research in the mobility sector to smart urban mobility and aviation or tunnel construction. Tickets to the tours are limited so go ahead and get yours now! >>> more

Tips

The European Cycling Summit this year will take place in Salzburg from the 24th to the 26th of September. It aims to create new impacts for the establishment of a comprehensive cycling culture in Austria. Details of the event can be found here.